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CHICAGO, THuRSDAY, 7ANUARYg, 1879. 
Editorial. 
We are very much in need of No. 94 of the WEEKLY. If you 
can spare your copy we will extend your present subscription two 
numbers. Look around, and see if you do not find a No. 94 in 
your pile of old papers. 
It is a good sign that so mu~h attention is now being given to 
the importance of teaching our pupils to read with the spirit and 
with the understanding, as well as with the voice, and of devel-
oping in them tastes for that which is elevating and refining. 
In nearly everyone of the associations held this season more or 
less attention has been given to this subject. It is generally con-
ceded that too much time is spent upon arithmetic, and gram-
mar, and geography, and not enough upon the general nourish-
ing and developing of the child so that he shall be able to find 
pleasure in the noble thoughts of literature. Too little attention 
is put upon that reading which means a constant flow through 
the mind of thoughts clear and well understood, and the arous-
ing and utterance of sentiments which follow the proper action 
of the intellect and emotions. 
It is a matter of congratulation that the study of ElIglish liter-
ature is drifting so largely into the study of the actual text of the 
English · classics, instead of being restricted as heretofore to the 
memorizing of the details of author life. What we want is 
to b}ing the rising generation close to the great heart of English 
.... 
literature, to be warmedJlnd quickened by it. We need to make 
our children think and feel, an exercise to which they:Ire stran-
gers under the ordinary method of teaching reading. 
Horace Mann, in one of his inestimable lectures, makes the 
following observation as the result of his study of the history of 
education: 
"Search all the volumes of the poets, and you will rarely find a respectful 
mention 9f its (education's) claims, or even a recognition of its existence. 
As proof of this extraordinary fact, let me say that within the last five yean, 
I have been invited to lecture on the subject of education in churches of all 
the leading religious denominations of New England, and perhaps in the mao 
jority of instances the lecture has been preceded or followed by the devotional 
exercises of prayer and singing. On these occa! ions, probably every church 
hymn-book belonging to every religious sect amongst us has been searched, 
in order to find fitting words wherein to utter fitting thoughts au this sacred 
theme. But in all cases the search has been in vain. The officiating clergy. 
man has looked through book and index, again and again, to make a suitable 
selection; he has then handed the bOok to me, and I have done the same-the 
audience all the while waiting and wondering at the delay' ; and at last, as 
our only resource, we have been obliged to select some piece that had the 
word 'child' or the word 'young' in it and ma1c.e it do." 
We re-published in our holiday issue a poem which would 
have delighted the heart of Horace Mann, could he have re~d 
it. It expresses the very essence of the life of Mr. Mann, as it 
does the life 'of every true teacher. It is a poem which, upon 
its first appearance, drew from Mr. William Cullen Bryant high 
words of commendation. Such praise is praise indeed. The 
earnest teacher will find it a well·spring of life and strength in 
days of gloom and despondency; and if we are not mistaken 
it will be kept among the potent treasures of many a teacher ' 
who may chance to read it. It is in a volume of poems, from 
the pen of W. H. Venable, a most estimable teacher in Cin-
cinnati, and widely known as a littl!ratl!Ur and author. 
DO THE DAILY PAPERS FURNISH PROPER READING 
MA ifER FOR SCHOOLS? 
THE press of other subjects has prevented the WEEKLY f~om ~xpressing its decided dissent from the_position and advice 
of a near neighbor on this question. We take this ocoasiou to 
add our voice to .the voice of two pronynent educators whose 
sentiments upon this matter appear in another column. 
_ We fully appreciate the. importap.ce of variety and freshness in 
reading matter for our ' schools. But the daily paper is not 
printed, and it could not Jive if it were published, which is pure 
and simple enough in matter, or steady and ~ober enough in style, 
to justify its being put into the hands of our pupils for stuQy. 
Highly as we esteem the Chicago Evming Journal, we do not 
hesitate to say that our child should be withdrawn from a school 
in which that paper should become a part of the regular reading 
matter. It is not adapted to the purpose, and we cannot b'.lt 
think that the teacher has made a mistake who thus uses it. The 
arguments presented elsewhere seem conclusive. 
IMPROVEMENT IN COUNTRY SCHOOLS. 
ANOTHER subject which we are glad to observe has received , considerable attention at many of the associations is the 
impro~ement of the rural schools. Some of the states are in 
advance of others in this resp<!ct. But there is great need of a 
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revival upon the subject of cauntry schaols evel'ywhere. At 
present the center of agitation is in Michigan and Ohio. In the 
latter state a d'etermined effort is being made to secure action 
from the present legislature. The first object is to get .rid of the 
. sub-district system, and to organize ~he schools according to 
townships, with a board of education to manage all the schools 
ot: the township the same as. a board of edu<;ation does far a city. 
'Fhe seco.nd object is to secure county supervisian. ]n Ohia the 
sentiment seems very . decided in favor of county super 
vision, and the friends of the measure are very canfident af its 
passage. In Michigan, so far as we could judge from the opin-
ions of those who were present at the state association, the sen-
timent in regard to the advantages ot: county supervision is quite 
di¥ided. In other states where there is no such supewision the 
demand for it seems to De growing j and ·there is good ground for 
hope that the eountry sCh~ols generall:y are to be put upon a new 
.' basis, and to be substantially improved. 
HOME PROTECTION. 
SINCE our remarks a short time' since upon the lesson to be drawn fl'om Edwards county, III., in I'egard to the connec-
~ion between temperance and thrift and fl'eedam from ctime, . 
other instances' of a Iik~ nature have come to our knowledge. A 
carrespondent tells us of a like state of things in a county in 
Minnesota. In Vineland, N. J., where, by local option, the sale ' 
of iritoxii:ating liquor is prohibited, one constable suffices for a 
population of 10,000, and th~ poor fundJreaches the sum of$4.oo 
a year. In Gre~ley, Colorado, under the same policy, a popula-
~!on of 3,000 .lias not a single police officer, and the poor fund 
is only $7.00. Ballaria~ Ill., a town of over 3,000, in which to-
·tal abstinence prevails, reports not a single pauper or a single 
crime. In the city ot: Newl!.ondon, Ct., where, by local option, 
the inhabitants haTe recently decided against all liquor, the ar· 
rests for drunkenness nave suddenly diminished from thirty-five 
in a single night to' five, and the gambling houses are doing a 
losing business. In Ireland, in 1837, tlie cases of murde!' and 
aggravated assault numbered 12,096; in 1,838, n,os8; in ~839, 
L,097; 1840, 1.73. What accounted for the' wanderful decrease 
in crime? Between 1837 and 1840, Father. Mathew, the apostle . 
of temperance, had secured nearly 300,000 na~es to his pledges 
of total abstinence. 
Such facts as these ar.e indisputable i:a theit: logic. Whether 
they justify the passing of a It:aine liquor law for a whole state 
may be a questiall. Certain communities may be ready far self-
denial and to enforce pl'ohibitol'Y laws, before a large part of the 
state 'has ]leached the same paint. While it might not be wise 
or right to force upon)the whole state a statute which would be 
we1eomed by only a small numbel' of towns, it certainly is both 
right and wise to allow each of these communities the privilege 
of prohibiting the sale of liquor within its own limits. There is 
no measul'e for ·the restraint of tlie liquor traffic which has so 
many argUments in its favor and so few against- it, as "local ap-
tion." No legislature olight to be allowed to adjourn this win-
tel' until it passes a good- "local op\ion' act." 
To secure such a measure in IIlin"ois, a movement is on foot 
. which 'ought to have the hearty support of every man or woman, 
n9 matter what may be his political conneetion. The Illinois 
Woman's Christian Temperance Union is circulating through 
the state for signatures a "Home Protection Petition," and will ' 
duly present it to the legislature, ptaying that "by suitable legis-
lation it may be provided that in the state of Illinois the ques-
tion ali Ikensing at any time, in any locality, the sale af any and 
all intaxieating.d:rinks, including wine and beer, be submitted to 
and determined by the ballat, in which women ot: lawful age 
shall be p!'ivileged to ·take part in the same manner and only 
under sueh restrictions as obtain in reference to voting by men 
on sueh questians ... 
It wauld be a disgrace for any man to oppose such legislatiQn 
or for any legislature to refuse ta grant it. While there is force 
in many of the arguments against female suff!'age, and while re-
spect must be paid to the feeling that makes women far more re-
luetant ta enter politics than their husbands are to lIdmit them, 
yet in a ease like this the woman who should fail to exert herself 
to-the' very utmost would not be worthy of the name o{ daugh-
ter, sistel', w\fe, or motlier. . 
It is hardly to be feared that the women when properly, infor-m-
ed of the mo¥ement will fail tp jain it with .enthusiasm. . And 
if they do so join, theFe is little doubt but that they will secu,a 
the legislatian they ask for. Wh~re is the man who would dare 
to say a ward in opposition to a propasition so reasonable? ]n a 
town where the devil himself in tne guise of a polite and skill-
ful gambler and Iiquor·seJier is enticing young men into ways 
that lead down to death, and dl'iving many a family into a valley 
ot: gloom aud terr-ol' worse than death itself. why should not 
motlier's have a voice in deciding how far- the .ruin shaH spread 
befote it is stopped? 
; 
Where chil<l.ren cl'y for bread because the father has spent his 
,wages at these "hetl-holes," why should not the mother be al-
lowed a vote in ' protection o€ he~elf and her little ones? When 
the drinker prays to be saved from himself and Ilis appetite, why 
snaIl not tlie wife .have the pfivilege of uniting her: vote wi'tih hel' . ' 
prayer for his salvation? ~t no conservative with·hold his hand 
beeause this may prove the wedge that shall admit general fe-
. male suffl'age. ]t is the vO.ice of humanity that caUs. Do not 
allow petty scruples to seal yaur ears. I!.et na Fadical stand 
aloaf because his policy of entire prohibition or of universal 
suffrage is not recognized in the movement. Here is a means of 
. staying the dread pestilence in some communities. Shall the y 
not have it? :Let na teachel', man or w0man, ~ho reverences '-
his calling, neglect to do his utmost iO'the matter. See tnat your 
pupils and the community are in.formed upon tempefance ques-
tions and up0n this partieular effort_ Circulate the petitions. 
IDo what you can in public meetings ta arGuse a sentiment in fa· 
vor. of the legislation' asked for. 1'f llotliing has yet been done 
in YO,ull community, conside~ if it is nat yaur duty to begin the 
agitation. Put yoursel£ in cammunicatian w.ith the Woman's 
'Temperance Union-Miss Fnnces E. WiIlar.d, Chkago, is its 
President-ana da ,what yau can to help the cause. 
For women the .question is simply this: Ought we or Gught 
we not to have a yoice In deciding what temptations the law 
shall allow unprinci.pled men to set before our sons and husbands? 
For all citizens the question is only this: Is there any fairer ar 
more republican way of adjus~ing the tem)'lerance q)lestian than 
by al'lowing all adult people Gf each local communi,ty, WGmen 
'as well as men, to select theil' ow,n licensing officers, and, sa de-
cide under. what conditions liquor shall · be sold in their cammu-
nity, or whether it shall be sol<l. at aU or not? We sinct:rel:y 
hope that the Illinois ' Woman's Christian Tempennce gnion 
wiU secure its object, and that its example will be followed by . 
the women of evellY state in the W nion. 
Yo:.are making the W:EEKLY lietter each issue.-Melvil Dewey, BosfOll. 
• 
• 
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE Indiana 'State Teachers' Association closed its twenty-fourth meeting on Jan. 3, at Fort ,Wayne. Notwithstand-
ing the intense cold there were plenty of heart warmth and good 
cheer. The arrangements by the executive committee were 
quite complete, and everything moved pleasantly. Owing to 
the fact that the place of meeting was so far from the center of 
the state, the number in attendance was smaller than is usual. 
Still there must have been over three hundred teachers present; 
and it is certain that the number of teachers present was not in 
this case, as it never is, indeed, a true index of the amouot of 
good done. Many teachers were present who evidently had 
never been to a state association before. One township trustee 
was there with eighteen of the twenty-four teachers of his town-
ship. The whole of northern Indiana seemed waked up, and 
must feel the good' effects for some ,time to come. The tendency 
has been in Indiana, as in ,other states, to localize the associa-
tion, and it will undoubtedly meet at Indianapolis next year as 
it ~id last. But we cannot think that this is a course which best 
subserves the interests of education in, any state. While there 
may not be so much' absolute need as at an earlier day that the 
state association should' be a sort of itinerant revival society to 
wake up an indifferent community, still there is a work for it to 
do, and with a missionary spirit, which seems largely to have de-
P!lrted. 
Although the audiences were attentive and apprec;:iative the 
discussions were not very lively. The papers were all of a good 
order; and we shall supplement this brief account by soon pre-
senting to our readers some valuable extracts from these papers. 
No important omissions in carrying out the programme. The 
main topics brought before the Association were: The moral 
training of pupils, The high school question, How can our com-
mon schools be made to contribute more to the culture of pupils? 
The grading of country schools, and To what extent can indus-
trial education be taught in our public schools ? Dr. Angell's 
address Thursday evening, on the Reflex Action of the Teacher's 
Cailing, was most pleasant and inspiriting. It was just such an 
address as teachers need to listen to. 
An unusual number of the representatives of publishing houses ' 
were present, and contributed not a little to lend an air of busi-
ness and animation to the gathering. There was evidence that 
Dr.' E. E, White, President of Purdue University, an Ohio man, 
and the' Hon. H. S. Tarbell, Superintendent of the Indianapolis 
schools, and recently from Michigan, are securing for themselves 
high places in the regards of the Hoosier school-masters. 
By commendable enterprise, the_Fort Wayne papers printed 
the daily proceedings of the association in 'full, with all the pa-
pers read; a work that was highly appreciated. 
The meeting was certainly quite a successful one both profes-
sionally and socially. 
Mr. Jacob T. Merrill, Superintendent of the Schools of La-
Fay~tte, was elected president of the Association for next year, 
-an honor, though long delayed, most eminently deserved and 
heartily accorded by all his fellow teachers. 
THE DAILY PAPERS IN SCHOOL. 
By C. W. LEFFINGWELL, D. D. 
IN No. 94 of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, I notice a state~ent that in one of our high schools a daily paper is 'used by the 
pupils in their reading exercises. It is cl~imed that several ad-
vantages are secured by this means, and that "the bad results 
have not been observed yet. " I understand' that this plan is 
pursued in some other schools. 
It is quite possible that bad results have not been observed yet, 
but that there are bad reSults to be apprehended seems to me very 
clear. 
Even of the good results claimed by th<; Principal, I have 
serious doubts. I. "General information not to be secured else-
where." Whether the getting of this general information is a 
good result or not, depends upon its relative yalue and use in 
the education of the mind. Is it the purpose of education to fill 
the child's mind with the trivial facts and comments of a daily 
paper? Is it no~, rather, to train the mind to think, and to 
make the pupil possessor of the wealth of thought and language 
that is the heritage of our English speaking race? How much 
of this does the child get by reading the "general information" 
from the columns of a daily paper? Moreover, it is hardly a fair 
inference that the pupil cannot get this information elsewhere 
than at school, as fast as it is of any practical importance. 
2. "Excellent drill for the memory." It has long sel:med to 
me that the reading of the daily papers was one of the most dis-
sipating exercises to the memory that a man could engage in. It 
is to most (If us, I think, rather an exercise in forgetting than in 
remembering. Is it any better for our children? Or if they do 
seriously set themselves to remembering facts of this kind, in 
what respect is the practice excellent? There is nothing schol-
arly in it; there is nothing that leads up to scholarship; it is, at 
best, but the accumulation of a mass of dry facts, for the most 
part rubbish. Ute sift the daily p~pers for a purpose, using a 
pretty course sieve that lets most of the "generalinformation" run 
through, as it ought to. We gather out a few things here and 
thele for which we have use, and we are glad to let the rest pass 
out of sight and out of mind. A vigorous and systematic mem-
ory will hardly be developed ·by this process. 
3. "Drill in reading of a special and important kind." Why 
is it special and important? What is there in a newspaper ar-
ticle or item that requires special training and practice in read-
ing? The Chicago Journal is the paper referred to. I believe 
that the Journal prides itself on using good English, though I do 
not suppose it is ambitious to supplant literary reading books in 
our schools. The journalism of our country is in a bad way, if 
a special drill in reading is required to make it understood by 
the people! ' 
I have already suggested, inferentially, some of the bad results 
that I apprehend from the use of daily papers in our reading 
classes. They may not be apparent in a season; to some they 
may never be apparent. But men of scholarly mind and habit 
(among whom I doubt not the Principal of the school referred to 
should be classed) will see, upon reflection, that such reading in 
school is as stale, flat, and unprofitable,as the uses of this world 
seemed to Hamlet. ' 
The time will corne, soon enough, tomost of our pupils, when 
the reading of the daily newspaper will be a business necessity, 
when it will be almost the only reading they will do. They will 
begin to practice, soon enough, the art of skimming and forget-
ting; very useful in its way, but not useful as a oasis of educa-
tion. It seems to me our duty to train them to master and re-
member what they read, and therefore to give them only such 
reading as should be mastered and remembered. 
The substitution of the daily paper for literature, in our read-
ing classes, may be a popular movement, because on the surface 
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it seems practical and useful. But it is not a movement in the 
right direction. It neglects the very culture that has made our 
newspaper press such a power. 'Newspaper reporters do not owe 
their retentive memory and command of language to the reading 
of daily papers in school. Our editorial Cresars were fed on no 
such meat. 
The worst result of all, as I view it, is that by such a course of 
reading our children are deprived of the information which can 
be got only in school, under the instruction of an accomplished 
master. The "general information'.' of a daily paper can be 
mastered well enough by a well-trained mind, at any time, with-
out a teacher. It is open to us all through life, and our Ameri-
can people know how to' use it. But the culture that comes from 
acquaintance with great men and great books must begin in 
school, under wise direction, or it is not likely to begin at all. 
It is for this reason, chiefly, that I would object to spending 
the time of pupils and the talents of the teachers upon daily pa~ 
pers in school. The bad results may not be "observ~d yet," but 
that they are pretty sure to develop within a life-time, there is 
little room to doubt. 
THE NEWSPAPER IN SCHOOL. 
AAIlON GOVE, in the Denver Ti1ilts. 
WE are not ready for the newspaper. Our schools are public schools, and be· long not to the Democratic, the Republican, the Greenback, or tbe Inde· 
pendent party. They are supported and patronized by every religious sect known 
under the sun, and will not spare time during school hours .for special instruc· 
tion from anyone newspaper. We believe in the motives that prompt tbe 
movement. The attempt has been made before, and usually with unfortunate 
results. Were every teacher an embodiment of good judgment and discre· 
tion; in addition to these qualities, had every teacher the complete confidence 
of every pare!,t represented in the school, the newspaper could with efficiency 
be introduced. It i. true that such a reading text can be used, and it is also 
true that the school managements are very few that can have any newspaper 
read regularly by pupils in class without bringing upon the schools embar· 
rassment, provoking attacks, misinterpretations, and abuse. In the attemp 
to .make the reading of the school better, other and important dtsidtrata 
fail of accomplishment It is a mistake to introduce any reform into our 
schools when sense and history point to the ultimate opposition of a majority 
o(the people. "'Tis ill playing with edge tools." Do not introduce a news-
paper into school unless you know yourself to be strong enough in the' affec· 
tions and confidence of your patrona to continue the practice without stirring 
up strife. The remedy is at hand without recourse to questionable expedi. 
ents. Publishers prepare fresh reading matter Monthly "1ld send it forth in 
leaflets for the remedy of th.e evil of which complaint is made. Tbese leaflets 
are written wi\!> care by teachers .killed in the profession, and contain only 
pure sentiment and correct English. Tbey cost little, can be 'placed in the 
hands of the class during recitation only, and thereby be always new, fresh, 
interesting, and pro!itable. Again, witb the multitude of school readers pub. 
lished, each series of which contains only carefully-selected authors, it is pos· 
sible; at little cost, to give fresh and new reading to the class. We take it 
that the school does well that on one day each week has, for a reading exer· 
cise, matter entirely new. Suppose a school has a class of ten boys and girls 
in the Third Reader. They read from their own book four days in the week; 
on the fifth, the teacher (who has previously supplied herself) puts into each 
pupil's hands a Third Reader of some other autbor, and the reading is from 
that. Keep these extra reading books from the pupils at all times except duro 
I ing this weekly exercise, and something is accomplished in the direction de· 
sired. It is true that current news, market reporL., etc., are ,not learned by 
the pupils; neither is hard or soft money doctrine, Roman Catholicism, or 
Protestantism, the popular suicide, the last hanging bee, nor recent trials for 
adultery. When a non.partisan, non.sectanan, non·religious.newspaper is pub-
lished, it may do for a reading book for public schools; but it will be 
good for notbing else, though its English be as pure as Macaulay's, and ·its 
rhetoric equal to that of Addison. We admire, however, the enterprise of 
certain publi~hers, and when we own a newspaper, we too, s!lall try to·intro-
duce it as a reading-book into as many of the 200,000 schools of the country 
as possible. "There's millions in it." 
THE MASSACHUSETTS TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
THE thirty. fourth annual meeting of the Massachusetts Teacbers' Associa-tion convened in Worcester Thursday evening, Dec. 26, at the high 
school hall. The representative educators of the state were in attendance. 
Pres. P. A. Cbadbourne, of Williams College, delivered an address the first 
evening on "Popular Fallacies in Education." 
Tbe first fallacy he considered is the claim tbat many of .our best men have . 
had but a limited education, made by tbose who cite instances of great men 
wbo bave bad but liinited advantages. This he claimed to be one of the 
most injurious fallacies, as no man has ever acbieved success wbo has not got 
an education somewhere, and tbey have ever regretted their want of early 
training. Tbe safety o( our children and of our government depends upon 
education. Wbere tbere is one wbo achieves success without education thou · 
sands go to ruin, and wbile some who are educated fail to use their brains to 
advantage it is no reason wby we should keep tbat which is useful away from 
others. Anotber fallacy is tbat as poor boys have become great men and 
scholars, all poor boys should have a college education, wbich he claimed to 
be what is producing college blockheads, who become ministers witbout pul. 
pits, lawyers ,vithout clients, or physicians witbout patients, after havmg 
stumbled through college. He does not believe in keeping boys in college 
simply becau.e there is some one to pay tbe bills, but admits that college men 
are sometimes to blame for such a result. Success without time spent in col· 
lege he believes attainable, and believes in the common scbool as the place 
for laying a foundation upon which one can build at any time and in any di· 
rection. In the scbools he said there are fallacies, one of wbicb is that the 
world has got to be about what it ougbt to be, and tbe teacbers have got to 
be convinced that no scbolar ever amounts to anytbing without long and bard 
work on the part of the teaclM;r. Outside advice he found at times to be good 
and at times bad, and considered it a hard lesson for a teacher that be must 
take and bear criticism where his honest efforts deserve a hearty response and 
warm commendation. He. will be fortunate if he does not find many on 
whom, for the time at least, his efforts and kindness are thrown away, for 
there are many who are in school, not because they want to be, but because 
they are obliged to be, and he warned all young teachers to be prepared for 
trials out of as well as in the school room. Anotber fallacy is that mere 
learning will of necessity make men better. The idea that intelligence and 
virtue are synonymous terms he showed to be erroneous, and said it is time all 
understood that the intellect is but an agent, and if the moral nature is left 
uneducated the efforts are wasted. He spoke strongly in favor of instruction 
in the Bible, saying, if all moral and religious education is neglecied, we 
shall some day be swallowed up by corruption. We want the same deep 
sense of respo.nsibility and moral honesty that the Puritans possessed, tbough 
we want by no means to go back to those days. Enforcement of the princi-
ples of honesty, love of law, respect of labor, should never be forgotten, and 
'we should ever aim to develop honest manhood and womanbood. Educa-
tion', he claims, does not consist in mastering languages, but is found in that 
moral training Which extends beyond the scbool·room to tbe play ground and 
street, and which teaches that a meaner thing can be done than to fail in a 
'recitation. Another fallacy, he considered to be the consideration of school 
government and school management as synonymous terms. Scbool govern· 
ment is an essential part of all education, while school management too often 
il!lplies getting along by make·shifts, by allowing the student to have his way, 
and looking upon it as rigbt. He claims tbat teacbers are to instruct, to 
mold children, to. fit them to know and to do, and the most important thing 
is to teacb obedience to authority everywbere and at all times. It is essential 
to all after life. School government sbould be regarded as an end and we 
should never ask for the moment whether it is to be for peace or war; school 
government is for all time; school management for the time being. Anotber 
fallacy, that as ignorance is wrong the more education tbe better, is making 
great mischief as it endangers health and a love of study. Too many cbil· 
dren are kept in scbool too long. Much must be done in tbe family, and ir' 
tbe family education is not good there must of necessity be a defect somewhere 
in tbe child's education. Another fallacy is that children are wood or stone, 
to be cut or carved, or worked as masons or carpenters work. The value of 
e_ducation cannot be measured by the number of hours of schooling, and wbile 
h~ believed in hard work he would not subject cbildren to tbe nerve.weanng 
strain to be founa in some schools, as they need their efforts for something else ; 
their powers are wanted in other directions, .. nd the scbolar should hi: shown 
how to work outJ results most easily. He is entitled to all the aid a 'teacher 
can give, and should be saved from attempting to work out problems by wrong 
methods. The proc~ ot cramming he condemned, and spoke of the best 
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,; cholars as at times making the poorest teachers, because they do' not know 
or appreciate the difficulties of the poor scholar. Another wrong notion is 
that all things should be explained to the scholar. It must be remembered 
that the mind is a living tbing with a wonderful assimilating power,- and the 
pupil should not be given things to explain until he is fitted to receive them. 
Friday morning Joseph A. Allen, of Newton, read a paper on "Spelling 
Reform," which was earnestly .. liscussed by Messrs. Hagar, of Salem, Tweed, 
of Boston, Allen, of Northbridge, Marble, of Worcester, and Collar, of Rux-
bury. Mr. Marble offered the following resolutions, which were tabled. Mr. 
Collar had ridiculed Noah Webster's attempt at reform, and Mr. Hagar had 
said that the question was not Gne to be ridiculed: 
"Ruolvtd, That we are dissatisfied with the English language, and wish we 
could adopt a new and better one. 
"Rtsolvtd, That spelling reform ought not to be laughed at." 
Messrs. Hagar, Marble, and Smith, of Bo~ton', were finally appointed a 
committee to report resolutions on the subject. 
The subject of ': Military Dri1\ in Public Schools" was dIscussed by James 
T. Allen, of West Newton, and Moses" Merrill, of the Boston Latin School. 
Dr. Samuel Eliot, Superintendent of the Boston public schools, read a 
aper on "O,al In;truction in Ou S"cho~ls." In opening, he said the strong. 
est reason for oral instruction is that it is a continuation of the general form 
and character of the instruction received at home. The child as he Comes to 
us has already profited by oral instruction, and it is almost impossible not to 
orally instruct him without a shock to the system from which he may never 
or at least for a long time, recover. It is but a continuation of the old sys: 
tem by which children have been taught what they know when they enter 
school for generation upon generation. It also enlarges instru'ction, and the 
whole spliere of education; for things outside the text.books, and which never 
could be reached if th: adoption of text-books was awaited, are taught to the 
profit of children. The way for children can not always be blocked out, no 
matter how carefully the text-books are prepared; the suggestions .must be the 
thought of the hour, and by its employment the bounds of education in re-
gard to methods, as well as subjects, can be increased_ He cautioned against 
confining oral instruction to objects to such an extent as to defeat the object 
desired. Oral instruction makes everything of ideas, and as little as possible 
of words to express them. It never uses a long word when a sh~rt one will 
do, and never makes words its idols. It seeks the thought as it springs, and 
combines the experiences and aspirations of the child. The teacher should 
never forget that his minq. is the source, and the child's mind the end, and 
methods must be adopted to suit the circumstances as they present themselves. 
It is the explanation which throWl. light on study, and makes it attractive and 
profitable, and makes the school brighter and smoother for the scholars. An-
other part of oral instruction is found in investigation. We used to help our 
children to help themselves, to make them see~ers after truth, not merely re-
ceivers of truth, it is to be the end and object of our efforts, whether we teach 
from the book or orally, and we should never forget that what we can teach 
the child to long for is far beyond that which we canteach him to possess. 
Vou must let him yearn and yearl' on forever, and the great work should be 
that there is something beyond, and oral instruction stimulates a search after 
truth, a continuation of effort. Everything that sets the thinlcing power in 
motion, that is the beginning, that the end of oral instruction, and the means 
to reach the' end are sympathy and continued effort. V ou must make your 
hearts, minds, an,\lives felt. Without these, instruction is instruction which 
does not instruct. It is the personal influence which the child most needs 
and when the teacher gives himself to the child, ,the child gives it back ~ 
hundred fold. Reaching - the ideal of instruction is making personality felt, 
the teaching of all the same hope; the same power, the same heaven, is for 
all, and giving him that power not to be found in books, the possession of 
which gives the greatest power on earth. 
Mr. Parker, of Qu'incy, spoke of the teacher as a helper or hinderer 
of natural laws. The true function of the teacher is to help. Meth-
ods, he said, are all old, although the details may differ, and the ideas are to 
be gained through the senses. The only true teaching is to produce sense 
production and to use this sense production, and he claimed it to be high time 
that it should be determined what teaching is. The present. systerq 9 f 
schools he criti~ised, but was happy to · see that some advancement has al-
ready been made. He advocated nev.er telling the cbild anything you can 
draw out of him, and asked what the difference was between pouring into a 
child from a teacher or a text· book. He was a little enthusiastic in the adop-
tion of ideas which shall tend to promote thought and independent effort on 
the p;u1: of the scholar_ 
Secretary Dickinson spoke of the advantages of object-teaching and the 
methods followed, advocating the adoption of oral teaching as productive of the 
best results. Oral objective teaching he pronounced the only-teaching, and 
advocated its use alway. and at all times, as best fittmg the scholar for tlie 
work to follow that which he may be for the time engaged in_ The lack of 
proper elementary "teaChing he regretted as a bindrance to education, and 
said the day is not far distant when we shall see natural objects used in all 
scbools, and the creation of such a love for the truth that moral teaching will 
be taken along wltb tbat whicb we Call elementary teaching. 
Dr. Green, of Brown University, spoke in commendation of what had 
beeu said, bis remarks closing the morning session. 
In the afternoon three different meetings w~re held, one being devoted to 
higb scbools, one to grammar schools, and one to primary schools. 
The highschool meeting was presided over by Wm. C. Collar, of Boston, 
and tbe first paper was by Samuel Tburber, principal of. the Worcester high 
school, on "The Recent Criticisms on Public High Schools," wbich was dis-
cussed by Mr. Daniell, of Boston, Merrill, of Andover, and Smith, of Dor-
che,ter. 
Mr. John Tetlow, of the Girl's Latin School, Boston, read a paper on the 
"Pronunciation of Latin," which was not dIscussed. 
The Sau veur system of teacbing languages was vigorously attacked by 
Prof. H. R. Greene, principal of Oread Institute, Worcester, and even more 
vigorously defended by Mr_ A. Zwelliz, of Boston. Several others also took 
part in tbe discussion. 
Tbe meeting of the grammar sch091 section was presided over by Mr. E. 
1. Comins, of Worcester_ The first paper was read by W. H. Bartlett, of 
Worcester, subject, "Economic Science as a Branch of Popular Education," 
taking the ground that something besides reading, writing, and arithmetic 
constitutes a common education, including lUI studies of equal importance, ge-
ography, history, and the otber attributes of wbat is commonly called a lib-
eral education. The subject w~ discussed by A. G. Boyden, principal of tbe 
Bridgewater Normal School, and Rev_ Henry Blanchard, of Worcester. 
The: second paper was by J . D, Miller, principal of tbe Leominster high 
school, on "The Study of English in Grades Below the High School." He 
believed, first, that a young mind was better fitted by nature to receive tbe 
elementary brap.cbes of education than an old one; tbat a boy fourteen years 
of age could acquire a ce1'tljjp amount of Latin with one-third.less labor than 
a young man twenty years of age; and what is true of the study of a' lan-
guage will hord in the English branche.. Composition and rhetoric will 
never go amiss. The topic was discussed by H. M. Harrington, supermtend-
ent of the public schools, Bridgeport, Conn., Allen Wood, of New Bedford; 
and Wm. W. Waterman, of Taunton. 
The third paper was by R . C. Metcalf, principal of Wells scbool, Boston, 
on "What and bow to read." He cautioned against reading everything, ad-
vocatin!'; tboroughness in the study of Englisb language if only in one. Train. 
ing of tbe mind and heart were also considered at length, with much good 
sound advice on both topics. 
The primary school section was under direction of Prof. B. F. Tweed; ~f 
Boston. The first <:J(ercise was the reading of a paper by George A. Walton 
of Westfield, on " The Method of Teaching Reading in Primary Schools" in 
which he advocated tne word method as preferable to the ABC metho~ or 
the phonetic method. Mr. Walton's essay was followed by a discussion, ;ar-
ticipated in by Messrs. Joseph A, Allen, of West Newton, Col. Parker, of 
Quincy, and B. G. Northrop. 
Miss Crocker, of Boston, followed with a paper embracing "Suggestions to 
primary teacbers as to methods of instruction in the elements of Natural His-
tory." 
The concluding exercise of the afternoon was an essay by H. S. Holt, of 
Boston, on "Music in primary schools," in which he advanced the plan of 
teaching the different notes by gestures, of which he gave several illustrations. 
In the eveni?g Prof. W.· H. Niles, of the Institute of Technology, Boston, 
~avc: a ~ecture I? Mechanics Hall, on "Alpine Glaciers," illustrating hIS sub". 
Jects WIth a serIes of stereoscopic views, remarkable for their clearness. 
.At the closing session of tbe Association, Saturday, the nominating com-
mIttee reported the following officers for the ensuing year, and they were 
elected by ballot: 
P':lSldent,.-WBliam F. Bradbury, Cambrid&c. 
Vice p,.e~Id',.ntJ'.-Nathanie1 T . Allen, Newton ; Jai. S. BilrreU Cambrid e ' AJben. G ~o~dS' ~"'lf.~datC'; Charles C. ",hase, Lowell; William C, Coilar, B04'O:; 'ElIA Hub: 
bar p 'M1n'l c: ; harlc! P. Rug" New Bedford , William W Waterman TauQto~· At Alft iB a~c,:orcet.ter ; FranclSW. ParlcerEQull!.C;Y; }aa{cs F. BlackiDton Bo~ton: Sr:cr.'t~; .~Ra~~~il~i:u,ek~~'h~Bo.ston; ~en Hyde, Framin,ham . ' . • 1.~I'st(JNt S'."Tetarie.,.-V1.IUam H. Warden, Worcester; AileD F. Wood New Bedford 
\..QrrujoU,,,¥ Suru4ry.-charle- F KlDl', Botton. ' . 
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g-:::70~:=~~~r~~':i~;!ir~s~:~j~h~ \V. Dickinson Newtonville; C. Goodwin 
Clark. Boston ; Byron Groce, Boston ; A. P. Stanek. S~tngfie{d : John W. Allard. Milton ; 
fJ~tG!~~D~i~":dB!~::~j~~~~h {;~SC~l~~W::fiefd :os~n{i!eW: 8~1~:r~oBP;:::fit:ld : 
The committee appointed to take into consideration the subject of publish-
ing an historical sketch of the dving; of the association since its organization 
in Worcester in 1845, reported that it was advisable to publish such a sketch, 
and that $150 be approprIated to defray the expense_ The report was ac-
cepted and adopted, and Messrs_ D_ B. Hagar, of Salem, A_ P_ Stone, of 
Springfield, Elbridge G_ Smith of Boston, and A_ P_ Marble, of Worcester, 
were appointed a committee to carry out the recommendations. 
The committee on reform in spelling reported a resolution in favor of the 
appointment of a committee to cooperate with the. American Philological As-
sociation in memorializing congress for the establishment of a commission 
that shall investigate the orthography of tlie English languajte, and report upon 
the need and practicability of making reforms in that orthography. The report 
was accepted and adopted, and Messrs. D. B. Hager, of Salem, N. T. Allen, 
of Newton, B. F. Tweed, of Boston, A. P. Stone, of Springfield, and A. G. 
Boyden, of Bridgewater, were appointed the committee. 
The treasurer's report, showing a balance of $336.07 in the treasury, was 
accepted. 
The first paper was by Homer B. Sprague, principal of the Girl's High School 
in Boston, Subject: "Ought the public to furnish gratuitously all text-books in 
public schools." Statistics were presented to show the number of children 
in Massachu,etts, Connecticut, and California and other state., who are fur-
nished text· books at the public expense, and the claim made that thousands 
are yearly kept from SChOOl simply because they can not afford to buy books. 
If the state furnished the books there would be more uniformity throughout 
the commonwealth, delays at the opening of the session would be avoided, 
- and children would feel more at ease if using something which they did 
not feel had cost their parents hours of hard and grinding toil. It is a great 
hardship for poor people to he continually buying new books; the old editions 
cannot be handed down from child to child, as there are so many changes. 
Free books would take from the streets thousands of Arabs who now grow up 
in illiteracy. From every point of view the essayist believed in free books 
furnished by the state. Remarks on the SUbject were made by James A. 
Tufts, of Monson, James S. Russel, principal of the LO\..e1l high school, 
James S. Barreil, of Cambridge, R. C. Metcalf. f Boston, and J. D. Billings, 
of Cambridge, and on motion of the latter a committee consisting of the 
I\lover, Homer B. Sprague, and R. C. Metcalf, of Boston, "';as appointed to 
,have Mr. Sprague's paper printed and circulated, especially among members 
of the leJtislature. It was the sense of the meeting th.t the report be printed 
in pamphlet form at the expense of the association. Prof. G. O. Thompson 
of the Technical School hoped the committee would not urge the matter be -
fore the next legislature as the people of the state are at present very sensi-
tive on the matter of expenses, and a reduction seems to be imperatively de-
manded Alfred Bunker of Bo~ton, thought in the end it would be a matter 
of economy to have the state take hold of the matter at once. A. P. Stone 
of Springfield said that as long as the state gave the association $300 he was 
opposed to taking that money to print the report. He preferred to pay for 
twenty copies himself. 
The committee on necrology reported through E. G. Smith of Boston, that 
three members of the association had died during the past year, viz.: Loring 
Lathrop of Boston, Wm. R. Dimmock of Quincy, and Rev. Charles Ham-
mond of Monson. Mr. Smith made feeling and appropriate remarks on the 
character of the deceased, and resolutions expressing the sentiments of the as-
sociation were adopted. Remarks on the life and character of Mr. Ham-
mond were also made by T. A. Tufts of Monson, A. P. Stone of Springfield, 
D. B. Hagar of Salem, C. O. Thompson of Worcester, J. S. Barrell of Cam-
b,ridge, and B. }o'. Tweed of BOiton. 
The second paper was read by . Walter Smith of Boston, who advocated 
technical education in art and science. He said the experience of other na-
tions shows that only by the education of taste, desigu, and skilled workman-
ship can a people,successfully compete with their neighbors in the production 
of all goods which have become the necessaries as well as the luxuries of life. 
England was cited "J a nation which has, during the past thirty years, lIIade 
great advances in art, and the result has been an increase in trade and in the 
well being of the people. France to· day stands at the head of techni9al ed-
ucation' and of the products resulting therefrom. 
Prof. L. A. Butterfield of the Boston University next gave an explanation 
of B~'s system of' visible speecb, and statod its . relation to public in-
s~c\lon, the_ exercise being very interesting. · At one o'clock the meeting 
dlllolved. 
IOWA STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
PRESIDENT SABIN'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS, DEC. 26, 1878. 
[Concluded from last week.l 
PREPARATORY SCHOOLS. 
I intended to refer to a third change which seems to me desirable, viz. : 
the establishment of academies and preparatory schools in various sec-
tions of the state, with a curriculum of studies sufficient to fit the student, for 
the freshman year of the university or the college. . 
. There is not time to consider this question, nor have I sufficient data before 
me upon which to base an argument. It does not appear to me tbat such 
schools would prove detrimental to the interests of the high schools, already 
establi.hed in our larger cities. On the other hand, if successful, the es-
tablishment would certainly tend to create a healthy public opinion in favor 
of higher education. I do not know that Wilbraham or Monson Academy, 
or Williston Seminary in Massachusetts, have in any way lessened the num-
ber of high schools in that state; but I do know that their influence has 
largely added to the number of college students. I see no other way through 
which our stronger colleges may eventually be able to abandon their prepara-
tory department, thus enabling their officers to devote all their time and ell-
ergy to real, legitimate, college work. It is one of the prohlems which we 
are to solve, in the near future, how to bring about a revival of educational . 
interest in the state. 
We must not make the mistake-I had almost said blunder-of supposing 
that we can solve the question by more attention to elementary instruction, to 
the neglect of the higher institutions. I simply throw it out as a sugge;tton, 
worthy of consideration, whether the encouragement of high schools in places 
able to maintain them, and the establishmeut of academies and preparatory 
schools, wherever there is a demand for them, would not help solve a problem 
in which colleges and universities have a common interest. I wish not to be 
misunderstood upon this point. I fully appreciate the necessity of high 
schools, as an essential part of the system. I ins!st upon it, that it is both the 
duty and the interest of college officers to encourage them. An attack upon 
high schools is an attack upon higher education generally. But there is a 
class of young people who are not reached by high schools. At the opening 
of a high school in this state last September, over one hundred pupils from 
the surrounding country were refused admission for want of room. I do not 
' believe that this was the only case of the kind in the state. The question is 
how to bring the means of higher education so close to every man's door that 
his children may avail themselves of the advantages offered, as far as their 
,circumstances will .a,dmit. 
. , 
MORAL TRAINING. 
But the acquisition of knowledge, the acquirement of mental discipline, is 
not the most important purpose of education. There is nothing so desirable 
in youth as character. Without it, the most splendid attainments are as the 
house built upon the sand. With it, the deeds of every day surround the 
lowliest life with a halo oC- glory, like the ring with which the old painters 
were wont to surround the heads of the Madonna and her Child. 
In the formation of character our schools do not exert their legitimate in-
fluence. It may not be the result of defective moral training; although I 
have known schools in whIch a lie is less of a crime than a tardy mark, and 
an oath is immensely outweighed by a half-day's absence. I refer more par-
ticularly to our apparent failure to reach the springs which lie in the hidden 
recesses of the heart, but without whose life-giving influence it is impossible 
to mold the hfe into a just and noble character. In whatever sense we use 
. the word education, whether it be social, political, or religious, if it is not 
broad enough to embrace the conscience in its precincts; if it is nol deep 
enough to awaken fear, reverence, love; in a word, if its whole tendency IS 
not to lead the soul up and back to Him who gave it, it is defective in its na· 
ture, and wholly unsuited to our wants. 
The cause of popular education never received a greater harm than in the 
promulgation of the idea that the teaching in our schools must be wholly sec-
ular. Whatever tenets distinguish the various sects; whatever is a matter of 
serious controversy in faith or doctrine, is rightfully excluded; but honor, 
honesty, justice, love, fear, reverence, purity, obedience, the claims of God, 
and right, and Juty, may be taught, and infringe on no man's conscience. 
These, taken as one grand whole, are the essence of that which we call 
faith, and faith is the essence of all religion. Notwithstanding all which is 
said to the contrary, the f'lct that this is in name a Christian nation is recog-
nized in every legislature of the land. In every court of justice, fro,!, the 
justice court of the village, to the supreme court of the nation, the sanctity of 
the oath is confirmed and strengthened by the expression, "So help .you God." 
No legislative assembly, no court of justice, no political convc:ntlon, wo~\d 
dare breast the storm of indiguation which would be raise~ .by ~ts.convemng 
on the Christian Sabbath. If our government has any stablhty, It )S a stabllt · 
ty rooted and !!founded in the heart of a Christian people. If we have any 
civilization it is an outgrowth of our Christianity. 
Thus the question of moral training concerns not only the individual child, 
but it enters into the broad domain of national morality. We have gono 
come back to first principles, and teach the children in our schools that there 
is but one standard of right and wrong for the individual and the state; that 
he who defrauds his neighbor is no more guilty than he who robs the treasury. 
In fact we shall make a great advance in national morality, and free society 
from the social, political and religious tramps that prey upon it, when we are' 
careful to teach our children to call a crime a crime, and a criminal a crimi-
n~ . 
True, we must not invade the peculiar province of th~ church or the famIly 
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in"Our moral teaching; but when I am lOld that ou':. f~thers ~ecreed a separa-
tion between church and state, I answer that they did not mtend thereby to 
hand the state over to vice and irreligion; and when the church claims that 
morality cannot exist without theology and faith, I answe~ ag~in, that t~eolo . 
gy and faith lose their hold upon the common people, )us~ m 'proportl?n as 
they divorce themselves from. pure mor~hty. The pOint which I ~Ish to 
make is this: The state ha, a vital mterest m the moral culture of the children, 
because the character of the child becomes in time the character of the state. 
The neglect of it is breeding a leprosy in the body politic . There is no possi-
ble plea by which we can justify that neglect. . 
We cannot safely exalt talen~ above vi~ue, educatio.n above rectitu~e, 
knowledge above religion. I Wish to conSider very bTleRy some pecuhar 
claims which the teaching of ethics has upon the school. The aspiration which 
we need to implant in the mind is the aspiration to excel; to discharge 
rlghtiy justly and magnanimously, all the duties of life. This aspiration is 
lawful: Men 'are as apt to be out of tbeir places because they have too little 
of it as because they have too much. We ought not to assure the child, as a 
motive that one course will bring him wealth and honor, and another disgrace 
and pdverty. If we do we set up a fictitious stand~rd. We make him believe 
that wealth consi_ts in the abundance of that which he possesses, and honor 
in the applause of his fello,,: m:n. To give the child just n~tions of. life, to 
set right incentives before him, IS more than whole burnt offermgs, whlch .. pass 
away with the Rames and the smbke. Hence that system of morals IS es-
pecially to be commended, wbich teaches the child that .pillhs of usefulness 
and bappiness are no ·more apt to lead through the court-yards of the rich, 
. Ihan they are by the doors of the humbl~st cottage. The most marked, the 
clear· cut grades in society, are tbose determined by virtue or vice. As tbey 
are totally distinct from those dependent upon wealth and poverty, so they 
are tbe only ones wbich involve bonor and disgrace. 
Again, we have undoubtedly made a mistake in t~ach.ing that labor of ~he 
brain is more honorable, than that of the hand. It tS difficult to say which 
deserves tbe most honor; the brain · of the sculptor, which conceives the 
statue or . the hand . of the workman, under whose skillful touch the marble 
becoU:es the visible soul of that conception. The spirit of the artist is the de-
sired thing in all kinds of work. The best possible of its kind is the criterion 
of success, as well as of genius. 
Statistics sliow tbat idleness is the most prolific source of crime . Moral 
training in our schools should lead the young, as they approach mature years, 
to seek for work as one ot the greatest blessings God has bestowed upon man. 
In no otber way can our schools do so much to solve the question of tramps 
and vagabonds, as by impressing daily, upon the minds of the children, the 
.worth and dignity of labor. It is one of the forgot.ten I~ssons of our fathers, 
which this age has yet to learn. The most essential thlOg for a young man, 
who has his way to make in the worla, next to the grace of God, is the grace 
of hard work . The hand which shoves the plane, which swings the ax, which 
handles the plow, is as necessary to our perpetuity and progress as a people, 
as the brain which writes our poetry or frames our laws. . 
Again, our system of ethics should hav.e reference to the close connection 
which exists between reverence and obedtence. "Honor thy father and thy 
mother" is closely a\lied to the command, "Obey your parents in the Lord." 
A growing want 01 reveren,ce for authority is everywhere . accompanied by an 
increasing neglect of obedtence to law. The · tendency IS to seek after per-
sonal happiness at the expense of all which is good. A great painter paints 
that which is evil or good, as vice or virtue is uppermost in his mind. So the 
irreverence and impurity which runs through so much of modern art and 
poetry, which destroys innate modesty in. youth, whic~ tinctures our literature, 
and finds its way into our houses as the hce came up IOtO the bread troughs 
of the Egyptians, is the outward manifestation of the spirit which rules in the 
heart of the nation. ' ~ 
The art to which the great masters devoted their lives, which lives in the 
works of Angelo or Raphael, which speaks in' the divine strains of MOUlrt or ' 
Beethoven, found its loltiest expression in reverence for all which is holy, 
and they wrought their reverence into all their art. And reverence, in turn, 
filled the soul of the artist, as the waters fill the spTlng, until they reach the 
brink, and 1I0wing over became a living stream, whose waters, whether they 
glisten in the sunsbine or deep in the sbadow, reveal far down in their Crys 
. tal dep'.hs only mirrorec. images of purity and beauty. . 
There is only time to refer to the close connection which exists between 
the morals of children and the literature which they read. We can scarcely 
realize the immense evil which accrues from the trashy dime novel, from the 
sensational story, from the weak, sickly romances which fall thick as snow 
lIakes from the press. There is still a darker picture. Every honest news-
dealer will tell you that there are boys, under 15 years of age, who regnlarly 
purchase the Polirt Ga.zdtt, or Police NtWs, and who read them with the 
greatest zest. Joseph Cook, iii one of his late Monday lectures, says that 
within 20 miles of Boston there is a school of 300 young ladies. The officers 
of that school do not publish a catalogue, in order th!lt base men may not 
have acces.' to the names of their pupils. 
During the past year, I saw and read a circular, issued by the students of 
a leading college. attended by both sexes, (unknown of course to· the officers 
of that institution) so full of base innuendoes, of obscene allusions, that to. 
he known as its author would insure the student's expulsion from college, and 
from all respectable society. 
Within the past month, a gentleman called my attention to what seemed to 
be a plain business cardof a.-druggist_ On the back of that card was printed, 
without any attempt at disguise, 20 lines of doggerel verse, so utterly wicked, 
so abominably indecent, so outrageously obscene that 1 ·wonder the very type 
did not refuse to be put to so base a use. That card was issued within 25 
mires of where we meet though not in this city, and had found its way more 
than 150 miles, through the U. S. mails, from the pocket of one boy to that 
of another. We do not know how many boys, and guls too, have had those 
cards in their possession. 
It was lately stated in a reliable vaper, that a short time since, in a neigh. 
boring city, a trial took place in the courts of jUi tice, the facts of which, :IS 
told by witnesses, were of the most debasin2: character. Teachers in the 
schools and the city superintendent complained that papers. containing a ver-
hatim report of the trial, were fuund the next day in the desks of the boys and 
girls, and only with difficulty could they prevent them from rea iing them in 
school hours. 
The effect of this vile literature is tbat juvenile crime is largely on the in-
crease in all our cities. The very Rood .gates of licentiousness seem to be 
open, and no man has the courage or power to close tliem. Reliable statistic. 
show us, that while the population of New York and Brooklyn has increased 
three fold, in the last fifty years, the number of juvenile criminals has increas-
ed thirty fold. The same statistics show, that wbile the number of youth who 
are arrested for crime is increasing, the average age of such criminals, for 
eacb decade, is decreasing. The police records of Chicago show that during 
the year 1877, there Were 6,818 arrests of criminals under 20 years of age; 
104 of them being under 10 years. Wby speak tbus pllblicly of these evils ? 
Because nothing will cllre them but a powerful public sentiment; and that sen-
timent we must make, create, in our schools. 
What are we going to do about it? If we would guard the 1I0ck, we mu st 
watch the wolves: If we know where the wild beMts have- their dens, on 
that side we must build the highest wall. Thi, matter is not foreign to Ihe 
Association, because nothing which concerns children is foreign to teachers, 
and because it is our duty. as individuals, and as an Association, to throw onr 
inlluence openly in favor of clean, pure, wholesome literature for our schools 
and our hresides. Our only sure lasting remedy is to cllitivate, by all possi-
ble means, in-the mind of the child, a taste for better reading, Let U6 have 
less arilhmetic, grammar, or geography in our schools, if necessary, in order 
that we may gain time t'l.foster in the pupil's mind a love for that choice lit-
erature with which our language abollnds. In no other way can we so easily 
induce a bigh ideal, a lofty slandard for culture, and at the same time prevent 
the love for the· low, trasby reading of the day, 11$0 point out to them the 
beauties of those authors in histOry, ficti0n, science, and poetry, whose English 
is M a well of undefiled purity, whose Imaginings are sweet-1lnd cha~te as 
the summer air, whose thoughts are the offspring of great feehngs . , 
I have indicated the direction which moral training should take in our 
schools. It is only necessary to ,!dd that as the teaching of ethics is the most 
important part of our system of public instruction, it is time for it to come 
down ·off its stilts to the level of common folks. We must have less to say 
hereafter about the possibilities of the child's life, and confine ourselves more 
closely to the probabihties in the case. We must reach out into the region 
of the practical relations of dally life; we must teach the common, though 
"unwritten laws of just, moral restraint." I have no hesitation in saying that 
the question of the mpral fitness of the telcher is of m)Te c.:>nsequence to the 
state than his intellectual attainments , I use the word moral in its broadest 
sense, embracing habits of speech, of thought, of 'action, everytbing which 
helps make up the influence of the teacher. We make the door> of th'e 
school-room so narrow, that he who carries on his shoulders the crime of miss-
ing a few questions in arithmetic or grammar can by no possibility enter; and 
sometimes we make th"m so exceeding broad, that he whose Short-comings 
are as Ilumerous as the sins which weighted tbe shoulders of Bunyan's Chris-
ian enters without difficulty. I commend this subject of moral training to 
the careful consideration of the Association, because the want of it is causing 
a growing uneasjness in the public mind; and because the results of our 
teaching will appear in the future of the nation, not eng raven on lIinty tablets 
of stone, which an angry prophet may cast down and break, but written on 
the lIeshy tablets of the heart, "crimson-veined like the marble, but et"rnal." 
CONCLUSION. 
I bave touched upon a variety of topics, witbout attempting to exhaust any 
one of them. Perhaps the most urgent duty of to-day is to bring the schools 
and the people to a just appreciation of each other. We musl avoid any 
seeming conllict. Parents have rights and teachers have rights, but better any 
sacrifice of these, than that one of these little ones should perish. Happy is 
he among teacbers, who recognizes in its height and depth, in its length and 
breadth, the wf)rth of a little child; who sees in the soul of every pupil a 
wealth of immortality, more precious far than all God's universe beside, 
whether the fortunes of life shall robe him in royal purple, or a beggar's rag •• 
At his approach the gates of peace shall swing on golden hinges, and the end-
ing of his life shall be like the ceasing of exquisite ·music. We drop our 
words into the heart of the child, as we drop stones into a well which neither 
line nor plummet hath ever fathomed . . And yet those words may leAd that 
child down into the valley of the shadow of death, or they may lead him 
up into the mount of transfiguration. We are daily making something more . 
enduring than history-we are making character. This world is not our rest. 
There are not many to whom it is given, as it was to Moses, to. look from ' 
Pisgah's tup into the promised land, which lies beyond Jordan, but 
the promised land is there, just over the river, in the Paradise of God. 
There is another realm than this. Here the sentence passed upon these mor· 
tal bodies must be ful~lled . The hand must forget its cunning; the tearful 
eye must close in perpetual sleep; the wearied limbs shall find refreshing 
rest. But there, each character which our thoughts, our words, our deeds have 
helped to form, must stand out in full relief, in Ibe radiant, presence of the 
Eternal One, blackened and scarred by the fires of passion, corroded by lust, 
dwarfed hy selfishness, hideous and deformed; or else, beautiful in its fair 
proportions, perfect in its symmetry, carved and sculptured by many a deed of 
charity and love, crowned with the benediction of peace, a thing of beauty 
and a joy forever. 
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THE EAST. 
. NEW ENGLAND.-The teachers of the towns of Hinsdale, . Winchester, 
and Swanzey, in south-west New Hampshire, are holding a series of institutes 
monthly, rotating between the three towns. The third was held at Swanzey, 
Dec. 6 and 7, and wa' more largely attended than either of the others. Mr. 
F. W. Houper, of Keene high school, by the aid of skeletons of a man, dog, 
and sheep, made tbe subject uf Bones very interesting. Other topics discuss-
ed were the relation of the teacher, the superintendent, and the parent to the 
school, object lessons and teaching grammar to beginners. The influence is 
already felt in the communities. Other parts of rhe state are looking with fa-
vor upon the movement. 
Maine pays her women teachers smaller salaries than any other of the states, 
They receive .only $17.04 a month, against $35-45 of the male teachers. 
Most of the Southern States give male and female teachers exactly the same 
salaries, as do also all the Indhn schools in the different territories. 
PENNSYLVANIA.-Superintendent Wickersham has prepared a phn of com-
pulsory education which is to be presented in the shape of a' bill to tho legis-
lature of that state. Its chief proviSIOn is one for the establishment ofhom« 
for friendless children, where they will be properly cared for, instructed in 
the rudiments of knowledge, trained in habits of industry and morality and ' 
from which they shall be placed in private families whenever proper persons 
t'lln be found to receive tbem. It is proposed that these institutions shall be 
under the superintendence of the Guardians of the Poor or the Commission-
ers of the sev,eral counties, and that tbey shall be organized upon petition of 
one-half of the Boards of School Directors, or of two successive Grand Juries, 
the petitions in either case to be endorsed by the Judges of the proper Court. 
, . THE WEST. 
WISCONSIN.-The meeting of the Wisconsin Teachers' Association at 
Madison during the holidays was regarded . as a "fair success. The papers 
read were good, but not many of them of marked value or such as wtll have 
a material inauenc~ on the educational legislation or instruction in the state 
this winter, which is noc tlsually said of the meetings of this association. The 
discussions, as usual, were both profitable and to the point. The Wisconsin 
superintendents and principals are noted for direct and pointed discussions, 
and not the rambling wordy "remarks" so often heard in conventions of this 
kind. However, no great ane! vital questions seemed to be before the leach· 
ers. No special inspiration W oL' felt ane! no particular enthusiasm was mani· 
fested by anybody over any favorite educational scheme or novel proposition. 
The Association assembled on Wednesday evening, when a paper was read 
by Prof. W. S. Johnson, of Whitewater, alld Prof. T . C. Chamberlin spoke of 
the general educational conditIOn of Europe, and particularly of the effect of 
the Paris ExPosition on the public mind. Supt. F . W. Isham, of Walworth 
county, read a p.aper Thursday morning on Educational Exhibits at County 
Fairs, which excited considerable discussion, tending mostly toward a discour-
agement of luch ·undertakings. Supt. Burton, of Janesville, read a paper on 
Educational exhibits at the Annual Meetings 01 the Association, which was 
also fully discussed, and a comminee was appointed to prepare a plan for 
KUidance at future meetings. O. S. Westcott, of Racine, spoke upon the col-
lection of specimens of insects, etc., and aroused a good deal of interest in 
the subject. T. Frawley, of Eau Claire, urged th~ study of political econo-
my in the public schools, in a well-written paper; Miss R ose 'Swart, of the 
Oshkosh Normal School, followed with a paper entitled; "The Function of 
Geograpby in a course of Study." The essayist spoke of the great importance 
of the study of geography in the public schools, and gave many valuable hints 
as to systematic instruction in this branch, educing ber own experiences in 
support of her theories ; the paper was finely written and received with mark-
ed attention. Thursday evening President Stearns, of the Whitewater Nor· 
mal School, delivered an address, relating what an intelligent observer would 
notice in South America, as regards education. The address was w~1l re· 
ceived, and the speaker won the hearty admiration of his hearers, hoth for 
his modest demeanor and his clear, forcible style of delivery. State Supt .. 
Whitford opened a lively discussion by reading a paper on School Work in 
Wisconsin as Affected by Recent Legislation. The modification of the free 
high scliool law was regretted, and a resolution adopted stating that the 
changes made by the revisers ill the high school law were injurious to the ed-
ucational interests of the state and destn.ctive of the ends for which the law' 
was instituted, and a committee 'of three was appointed to lay the matter be -
fore the legislature. The question of teaching the study of the state and 
national constitutions in the common schools was discussed quite fully, and a 
resolution was adopted declaring it the sense of the Association, that such 
study should be placed on the same basis in the common schools as that of 
history, and that teachers should be examined as thoroughly in that branch as 
in others. Prof. Geo. Beck, of the Platteville Normai School, read a practi -
cal and instructive paper on The Relations of Schools to Public Health, giv-
ing many valuable hints for the proper ventilation of school-rooms and the 
physical and moral training of pupils. Prof. Sprague followed the reading of 
this paper with a vigorous protest against the study of physiology in the pub-
lic schools, as demoralizing in a certain degree, but his positiou was combated 
by President Bascom and Dr_ Joseph Hobbins, of Madison. 
The Principals' Section of the Wisconsin Teacher's AS50ciation was favor-
ed with some good papers. R . W_ Burton read an interesting paper on Nor-
mal Superintendents. E. R. Smith read a paper on Inducements to Teach; 
The question of State Certificates was discussed by W. H_ Beach, O. S. West-
cott, W. A. DeLaMatyr, and others. Prof. Alex. Kerr gave some good hints 
to teachers who wish to keep out of the ruts. 
INDlANA.-Miss Eva Chandler, a teacher in the Laporte grammar school,· · 
has been made professor of mathematics at Wellesley College, Massachusetts. 
Her salary at Laporte was .$550. It now becomes $800 and "everything 
found." This is a marked compliment to the Laporte schools, as well as to 
Miss Chandler. Both Miss Chandler and Supt. Swift of Laporte are gradu-
ates of the classical course of the University of Michigan. 
MINNESOTA.-T~e Regents of the University held a session at St.· Paul the 
last week in December. At this meeting the question of salaries of members 
of the faculty was very thoroughly discussed. Regents Burt and Lamprey 
had been acting as a committee since last April, for the purpose of determining 
the work and compensation of the professors, and their report was not adopt-
ed without considerable opposition and about two days' discu;sion. The s~la­
' ries determined upon are as follows: Prof. Campbell, $2,000; Prof. Brooks, 
$2,000; Prof. Thompson, $2,000; Prof. Marstun, $2,000 ; Prof. Laing, $2,000; 
Prof. P«kham, $1,800; Proi. Moore, $1,750 ; Prof. Tripp, $1,600; Prof. 
Rhame, $1,650; Prof. Winchell, 2,200; Mrs. A. N. Smith, ' 1,200; Prof. 
Peck, $1,200; Prof. Lacy, $1,200. Bya formal vote the board resolv~d "to 
fully sustain the faculties in tiieir efforts to maintain and advance the stand-
ard of secondary scholarship, irrespective of the number of students and Of 
graduates ." It was decided to discontinue the fourth class at the end of the 
current University year, and to substitute the name "sophomore" for the first 
clrss, "freshman" (or the second class, and " sub· freshman" (or the third class. 
This action creates a sensation, as it destroys the distinctive plan of 
the University, known as th~ Minnesota plan, inaugnrated by Pres-
ident Folwell, curtails the teaching force, discharging (next year) three 
of the professors, brings the University to the level and scope of a 
small college, and requires every man (except Prof. Winchell, whose 
work is divided into two parts) to carry more responsibility and dis-
charge more duty. The result is mainly due to a (supposed) stringency of 
means. The President strenuously opposed this measure, and is saie! to be 
mentally and ph) sically overcome by the result. It seems to be a successful 
reaction against his administration, and it yet remains to be seen what modi. 
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fication the regents will make in their action prior to the opening of the next 
year. Prof. Winchell has been hitherto dis~harging the ~qlies of two or 
three men, and owing to objecllons in the legtslature last · wmter the Regents 
have released him from all University work to prosecute vigorously the geo-
logical survey of wbich he has charg=--
CALIFORNIA.-From th.e Pacific School and Home ,'Tournai we learn that 
the greatest care has been exercised by. State Supt. Carr, and his deputy, in 
preserving and distributing to county superiWtendents ~he se~i-annual exami-
nation questions, and it is probable that the leak mentloned m these c~lumns 
two weeks ago lies at the door of one of the fifty-sev~n county supenntend-
ents. Itseems that a broker by the name of ~wald has for years sold the sets 
of questions for about two hundred dollars to such as applied. A kind of 
"hanger-on" of the Board of Education has, in companY 'with Mr. Moore, a 
promine~t grammar school principal in Sa~ Francisco, for some time ~de a 
business of selling the questions, and an assIStant secretary pf the Board IS also 
charged with complicity in' furnishing the questions. Mr. Moore obtained the 
questions from Ewald, as he confesses, and investigations are sHll in progress 
to discover where Ewal<!.got the questions. It is said by \pe Sacramento Bee 
that the stealing waS done by postal officials, as the questions sent to several 
counties were 'noticeab!y delayed; and others did not arrive at all, as has 
happened two or three times previously. 
MICHIGAN.-Prof. Phillip Keinath, for ten ye ..... or more principal of one 
of the leading schools of East Saginaw, has resigned. 
Supt. W. H. Payne was elected president, Supt. Daniels, of Grand Rapids, 
vice president, and Supt. 'Baker, of Three Rivers, treasurer of the Association 
of City Superintendents at their meeting in Lansing, Dec. 27· 
"Father" Pnce, known to every teacher of Michigan for the last twenty 
years as the agent of Sheldon & Co., sends out a partinlt circular. Almost 
70 years of age he retires to his farm the 1st of Fehruary. 
More fun is expected in Detroit, after the appointment of the new text-
book coemittee of the board of education. The geographies and mental 
arithmetic will probably have to Ito, but of course there will be a fight ov~r it. 
President Durgin is trying to raise money for Hillsdale College among the 
friends of that institution in Ohio. 
Mr. Carlton, principal of the Holly public school, and his preceptress, Miss 
Millspugh, have been dismissed by the board of education, chiefly because 
Mr. Carlton introduced "negroes and low Irishmen" among the characters 
presented on the stage at the closin~ pub~ic exercises 0: last term. An inj\lS-
tice is ,aid to have been done to MISS Millspugh, particularly, and the board 
is severely censured by the patrons of the school, who represent that the ma-
jority of the members of the board are not qualified or rightly disposed for 
holding the responsible position of managers of the public schools. The sal-
aries of teachers have been so reduced that the evil effects 01 cheap teachers 
are beginning to be seriously felt, and an improved' public sentiment is be-
ginnil\g to demand bettel schools under better paid teachers. . 
Detroit has at least three kindergartens, in connection with one ot which a 
training school has been established. This is the kindergarten on Cass street, 
between Lafayette avenue and Howard street, under the management of Miss 
Risa Watkins. Miss Watkins was for ten years or more Ii , teacher and prin-
cipal in the public s~hools of Detroit, and is a lady of fine education and high 
standing. For two years she devoted her whole time to the study of the kin-
dergarten in Washingfon, Chicago, and other places, and has fo~he past 
year sustained a successful Eyglish 19ndergarten in Detroit, under the imme-
diate care of Miss Lulu N. Pugh. a gr.aduate of the Chicago high school, and 
of Mrs. Putnam's kindergarten training school of Chicago. Besides Miss 
Watkins'S kindergarten normal institute, there is the kindergarten in connec-
tion with the German American seminary. which is prohably the oldest in 
th~ western states. It has been· under the charge of Miss A. Hinze for six 
years. There is also a kindergarten at the German.English academy on 
Farrar street, which is managed by Mrs. Schanz, wife of the principal, Prof. 
Norbert Schanz. 
Primary School. No. 2, at Grand Rapids, burned Dec. 13. 
IOWA.-The State Normal School, at Cedar Falls, was created by an act of 
the legislature in 1876. It is in the hands of an' able faculty, of whom Prof. 
J. C. Gilchrist is at the head_ 
Cornell College sustains an excellent normal course of instruction_ 
among the highest in the state.' J. B. Jenning, agent for the WEEKLY, is 
president of the association. 
The Scott County Teachers' Institute is one of the best in the state. The 
best teacher; in the county are among its moot active members. It ",ill meet 
once in January and once in February. 
Mr. W. M. Colby, principal of the schools at Avoca, was hastily and un· 
justly accused of improper language and severe treatment of pupils, and a 
public investigation was held which was largely attended, Dec. 16, 1878. No 
evidence of any weight being brought against him, he was triumphantly vin· 
dicated by the people, and the board of education subsequently unanimously 
adopted a resolution heartily sustaining him in his course and complimenting 
him for his success as principal. 
Sta~e Superintendent Von Coelln says in his forthcoming report that "the 
graduates of the State University number 1,086; 397 from,the Collegiate; 542 
from the Law, and 147 from the Medical department. The ' collegiate grad- _ 
uates engage to a very Inrge extent in teaching; thus making the University a . 
i ve factor in tlie educational work of the state. Of 142 principals and super-
intendents reported as having been educated in universities and colleges, 
nearly twenty-seven per cent are representatives of the State University. The 
number from the State University exceeds the number from the other colleges 
and universities of Iowa. 
ILl.INOIS.-There were 1,683 pupils enrolled in the public schools of Rock 
Island in December. 
The present year IS said to be one of prosperity at Jennings Seminary, Au-
rora. The new life given to the institUtion by the present principal, Rev. ' 
Martin E_ Cady, has awakened a fre.h interest in it, and an era of growth, 
popularity and success seems to have ,dawned. We have no statistics as to 
the present attendance. 
From the annual report of the East Aurora public schoo)s, submitted last 
June, we learn that there were 1,052 boys and 1,024 girls, a total of 2,077 
pupils, in attendance upon the schools at some time during the year. Three 
teachers were employed in the high school, and 98 pupils enrolled; 32 other 
teachers were employed in the 28 other schools. There were 4,795 persons 
in the district between six and twenty-one years of age. W. B. Powell is 
superintendent, salary $2,100; T. H. Clark, principal, salary, $1,700. To· 
tal paid for teaching, $17,029; total expenditures for the schools, $29,548.16-
The average cost of the schools per pupil was as follows: For teaching and 
superintendency, $8.20 on whole enroUment, $10.51 on average enrollment; 
total cost, excluding bonds and interest, $10.80, and $13.85. 
THE SOUTH. 
VIRGINIA_-Virginia until last year has been losing her school funds by 
the diversion of them to other purposes at the rate of $80,000 annually, and 
last year she lost the surprisingly large sum of $250,000, or about one·half 
the proceeds of taxation for school purposes. 
KENTUCKY.-Hon. J . M. Davidson, the superintendent 'of Floyd count). 
public schools, is belUg' urged by some of the prominent men of the state to 
become a candidate for the office 01 Lieutenant Governor; but he says that 
he prefers trying to advance the educational interests of his county _ . He is a 
good superintendent. 
Prof. L. D. Washingto~ is superintending the Piketon public school. O. 
P. Carswell is teaching at Salyersville; J. p. Thomley, at West Liberty; 
Prof. Patterson, at Louisa, and William Jayne, at Flat Gap. Prof. Taylor B. 
McClure is superintendent of the Catlettsburg public schools. He has three 
assistants. The 'public schools at Ashland are superintended by Prof. Wylie, 
formerly of Ripl.ey, Ohio. He is aided by five teachers. S. F. Kenyon, with 
two assistants, is conduc ting the Greenup schools. W. H. Clifton is the 
Greenup county commissioner of schools. Th. Indepenilmt, published at 
Greenup, Ky., has an educational column of which Hugh Mean& Currie and 
Mrs. Carrie .van Bibber are the editors. Floyd County Teachers' Association 
convened in Prestonsburg Academy, Jan. '4, 1879, at 9 A. M. We have 
good school laws; but we need better school-houses, better -teachers, and 
llll'ger salaries. Each district has a right to vote a tax not exceeding 2'5 cen ts 
on each $100 worth of property; in most cases this would enable the district, 
The Marshall couuty teachers have a very good county organization. The 
averag; .ability of teachers in that county is high. Supt. Speer is very much 
liked, and is gradually improving the _standard of qu!ilifications. Salaries are . 
by the aid of its allowance from the state educational fund, to employ good , . 
teachers. In many districts, the tax is voted down; in others, they never 
mention it. The very men for' whose benefit the public school is established, 
the men who pay no taxes, the men who are unable to educate their children 
in private schools, are the most bitter opponents to the district tax. There is 
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FOREIGN. 
-The Argentine Republic i~ equal in territory to all the United States east 
of the Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas added. The population reaches 
h:t.rdly 2,000,000, against 40,000,000 in our own country. In each province 
there is one city. The wilderness comes up to the very streets of the 
compact and sleepy city. The most potent influence in providing the 
harbarism of plains and torpidity of cities is Spanish legislation. In 1810, 
Buenos Ayres overthrew the government, but the brigands ruled tii! 1862, 
when railroads were introduced at the rate of 1,3119 miles in three years. In 
fifteen year. colleges and public schools were tbe order of the day. There 
was an abundance of professors appointed by the government: The consti-
lution of the country was modeled after ours, but much added in the line of 
compulsory education. School houses are simply mud huts; teacher and 
pupil of [en seek shelter from th~ sun under the branches of some friendly 
tree. In many places, cr~s,ing themselves and being able to repeat the cate-
chism comprise the mllllllll'" 601111111 of education. Religio.us teaching is 
c,)nsidered of much more value than in this country. "Morals and manners" 
are not idle words in their curriculum. 
-The average 1IIcome of Irish school teachers is $330, but ninety. six ofthe 
total numl>er-Io,489-have $680; 362, 1460; 1,513, $355, and the rest 
"275· These are men. Female teachers have from 1525 down to $225. 
.- There are over seven thousand Americans studying in German schools and 
universities. The American consul at Wurtemberg estimates that over 
$4,500,000 is thus annually expended by Americans in Germany. This 
amount, he thinks. would g~ a long way toward building up and sustaining 
similar institutions at home. Among the evils of a student's life in Germany 
he cites "[he free and ea<y ways of &ocial hfe that surround them," ~nd an 
attachment to foreign customs which makes them "restless under moral re -
s 'raints, and weakens their attachm !nt to the laws and systems of their native 
land." I 
-The present enrollment of the public schools of England is about 2,500,-
000. The average cost of tuition is $8.64, which is met from four sources-
the public treasury, "school pence," paid by parents who can afford to pay, 
lhe "local rates," in cases of children between five and thirteen years whose 
parents are too poor to pay, and, finally, voluntary contrihutions. 
-The German unive.rsities cost the state $2,500,000 per annum. There are 
1,300 professors, and 20,226 students. 
-Japan has a permanent endowmeni fund foreducational purposes of 18,. 
000,000. 
-The school population of Germany (6 to 14) is 7,100,000. 
-When the daughter of a Russian noble~an goes into an institute for her ed-
ucation she is not allowed to return home until her studies are finished. She 
i. thus deprived of all home life in her girlhood. 
-A commission, composed of experts, will meet in Berlin during the Easter 
holidays to decide on the measures to be taken for the compulsory teaching ' 
of drawing in the higher schools. 
-Lina Berger, a young Swiss lady, has just taken the degree of D,'"to; of 
Philosophy at Berne University, after a brilliant examination, arid t\Vo other 
ladies, American and Austrian, have passed as Doctors of Medicine. 
-The Leicester School Board has received the .sanction of the Education 
Department to erect an industrial school in Leicester to hold 100 boys. 
-Some interesting statistics relative to public education in Rus..ia are pub-
lished by the Golos. It says that up to the year 1865 Russia possessed 8,000 
elell)entary public schools, with 280,000 pupils. That number has now in-
creased to 24,000 (inelu.ive of t~e municipal schools), with nearly 1,000,000 
pupils; but this is still far from sufficient for the educational requirements of 
the people, as the number of children between the ages of seven and thirteen 
is abou,t 12,000,000, so that upward, of go per cent of Russian children reo 
main uneducated. The amount expended in elementary education in Russia 
is about 6,000,000 roubles, or 6.9 kopecks per head of the popul~tion; while 
Italy pays twi..ce as much, Spain and Greece 3.6 times, Denmark 19 times, 
and some of the states of North America more than So times as much for this 
object. Of the above sum of 6,000,000 one·half is paid out of local taxes. 1n 
order to obtain one school for every thousand inh~bitants, 77,000 schools . 
would be required; hut, looking to the fact that the population is scattered 
over vast spaces of territory, it is found that, in order to enable all children to 
attend school, one school would be necessary for every 250 of the inhabitants, 
making 300,000 schools in all. Judging by the present rate of progress, how. 
ever, It would take 230 years and 105,000,000 roubles to establish this num. 
ber of IChools in the empire. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
WHO WILL ANSWER? 
To Ihe Edilor of II.. W .. kly : 
One of my former scholars sent the following to me for explanation, etc. 
I answered as many as I could; but I think it beSt to send all to you for other 
teachers 10 try their hands on. My correspondent says, "I found them in 
the course of my summer's reading but can find no dictionary "ontaining 
them. Dight, rhodomontade, al3olade, gonfalons, arpeggois, mucopurulent, 
intussusception, median, and olla·podrida. You remember' the noted lead-
ers of partisan corps in the Revolution were Marion, Sumpter, Pickens, and 
Lee. What Lee? Surely not Gen. Chas. Lee for he had been dismissed 
from the army for his conduct at Monmouth and he never joined the army 
again. Neither could it have been Richar~ Henry Lee. What was the first 
name of this 'citizen sol<iier' is the question that perplexes me." Well it may 
perplex my correspondent; but I am certain that I know nothing at all about 
it. Some of the subscribers to the WEEKLY may help us from the difficulty. 
Yours, EDWARD CROWE. 
LA MOIt.LE, WINONA CO. MINN.: Dec. 24, 1878. 
WOMEN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS . 
. 
To the Editor of Ihe W .. kly: 
A paper with this title was read at the women's social science convention 
last fall in Chicago, and in the opinion of the writer of lhat paper, the advent of 
women in the public schoob marked the com.mencement of an important era 
of advancement, in education. That there has"been great improvement dur-
iag tbe last century ill the methods of instruction, and courses of study, is not a 
matter of doubt, but to ascribe such improvement to the advent of women in 
the schools is to take a position that cannot be sustained by proof. That 
women are especially adapted to teach small children is not doubted, and the 
capacity to. teach is, in many women, unsurpao;sed. But when the matter of 
education of boy. over fourteen years of age is under consideration, then the 
question who shall be .their teachers? is certainly open for discussion . In 
the very 'nature of the case, a ~oman cannot be a boy's model. She may re-
peat daily and hourly' unexceptionable precepts, but unless such precepts are 
accompanied by manly example, they are in a measure ineffectual to mold 
the character of the average boy of the age above stated. 
Have women been the originators of the advallCed systems of industrial 
education which have opened a new world of beauty and usefulness to the 
common people of France and Germany? Do~ the average wom~ compre-
hend the requirements of a young man's education? Does s~e reahze what 
weapons will be of special advantage to him in the battle of hfe? 
When I remember the New England country schools of fo~y years .ago, I 
ask myself, has there been any real advancement since that time? I?ld not 
the b9YS who worked the farms in summer and attended a four months school 
in winter, advance morerapidly than they do now, in our improved graded 
schools (so called) ih double the time l The faults of our graded system 
are not chargeable to the teachers of either sex, but when one talks of t~e gr~at 
advancement, consequent upon this or that course, it may be well to mqUlre 
whether this great improvement is not more imaginary than real., ".Evc:ry-
thing lovely," "working smoothly," "splendid condition," are adJechves 
easily spoken, but it does not necessarily follow that a close investigation will 
warrant such extravagant laudation, and I think that the question of the ex-
clusion of the masculine element from our schools, which is really the point 
ai~ed at, is not settled by the essay. referred to. C. 
WHAT IS THE MIND? 
To Ihe Edilors 0/ the Weekly: 
Near the beginning of the admirable paper by Mr. Mahony, published in 
the last number of the WEEKLY, this sentence is found: 
"The writers on mental philosophy modestly aamit that they do nOI know 
what the essence of the mind is, but in the very admission they imply that 
mind h .. essence; whereas the fact probably is that mind is the resultant of 
the action of the matter of the brain," etc. 
The use of the word "possibly" for "probably" above would not have in. 
dicated too great modesty. 
The following is from a late paper: 
"President Porter, of Yale, would like to have .Prof. Tyndall explain, from 
the materiali..tic standpoint, the phenomna of the mind's effects upon the body. 
For example, a man reads a letter, and coming suddenly upon startling news, 
he springs to his feet, or throws up his hands "nd utters a cry. Now it is 
plain that the paper contains no such potency. 'Whence then comes the force 
which manifests itself by immediately exerting 500 foot· pounds of energy?" 
W. H. SMITH. 
TOPEKA, ILL., Dec. 27, 1878. 
ANOTHER TEMPERATE COUNTY. 
To I"e Editor of tlte Weekly: 
I notice the statement in your paper of the Clerk of Edwards county Illi-
nois, .and must say we furnish a rarallel case, viz. : we do 1I0t support a sa-
I~n I.n the cou~ty. Not one saloon has been in existence for three years. 
ClrcUlt Court thiS year lasted but half a day. The services of the Grand Jury 
were not required. Nocriminal cases on the caleAdar. Yours Resp'y. 
GLENWOOD, POPE Co., MINN., Dec. 22, 1878. 
J. R. GEDDES. 
Jan. 9,1878] The Educational W-eekly. 
Farewell, Classmates. 
Quartot. A "danie. - F. n. })EASE. 
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J. Farewell,c1asstn:lleS,wearcgo .. ing Far from scen es we love so 
2. Oh! thethrohhing heart grows weary, Tears of sorrow dim the 
3. Here tho' never. more we mill ... gte, Let us hope to meet a-
~ ... ~ ... ... .............. ... 
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As we now in m o urnful meas lIrc, Breathe this 
eyc As to some be-loved and dear one, Trembling 
bo;e, Truth and faith shall lip-ward bear liS, To the 
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this sad fare - well,this sad farewell: In this place where 
prono unce "Good bye," good bye, good bye; ·Ours is now the 
bless • ed h ome of love, the home oflove ; L e t us hope to 
" " '" " I ................ ~tt=._~i-61 -.--I'-'"-~" 
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Breathe this last , this sad farewell . • 
Trembling lips pronounce "Good by ," 
T o the blcss--ed home oflove, 
-~)1~±t~~~~v=~EE8S~ 
oft we'~ gathered, M"ny happ~ days we've passed,Days whoserne,?'ry 
sad e - mo-tion. Ours the part-lIlg pang to feel; And the weep·tng 
meet in heaven, ~-reet 'mid j oys n o to n g llc can tell; Teac~ers 'lfrie~dslco~,. 
~---I" ""~-.L!~TI!------..t':-1-.-~~.A=J 
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NEW BOOKS FOR TEAGHERS. 
[Compiled from t~blishers' Weekly.] 
[Puhiisluys may seClWe an.a""ou"c.fflU"~ (If their 1Utu ;u61icatio.ns. in. t";s'Wukly ' !"st 
6)' se"di"r cojies to llu eattor. It IS aeslrahk that a /u/I descriptIon 0/ the hook1 ,n· 
cltu/i"g' ;"'-ce • ..sJunl.lt/ ac~ompa"J' it. More extended IIotices will be made of stlell as 
/lOlsess merit, or are 0/ tnterest to teachers. . 
A", 660k fUlMed ill t"illisl ",a7 hlHlaitutl ~ ,(lrlIJ4rdirfg lJu Irke It) llu ;./Jli,4· 
ers o/"THB EDUCATIONAL WUICLY.] 
--------
BALLARD, Harlan H. Word~ and how to put them together. 83 p . 2 4010 , cloth. 
No Y. : D.App'elo,,&' Co., 1878 .... ... _ .. .. ... .. .. .... .... . .. .............. ... . .. 40 
BEACONSFIELD, Loid. The pol~lcal adventur~ of • ~rd Beaconsfield. J9~ p. 
16mo, cleth, 7S c.; pap .• 40 c. N . J.: Charles Scr llmer s Sons. . .. .... ... . . ..• . 
BLAISDELL, Alb. Outlines for.the study of English classics ; "practical guide to 
students of EnglisJ:.1 Jiterature. 200 p . ninO, cloth. Bost.; Ne'lv England Pub. Co. 1.00 
CLARKE C and Mary Cowden. Recollections of writers ; with letters of Charles 
Lamb, :rligh Hunt, Douglas] errold, and Charles. Dickens, and .a pre"a~e by Mary 
Cowden Clarke. viii, 347 p. 12mo,c1oth. N . Y.: C"arles Scr"m~.,.'s .s01U' • • • • • " 1·75 
DARTT, Mary. On the p~ains, and am~ng the peaks ; or, how Mrs. Max~ell made 
her natural hiStory collections. 237 p. II. t 6mo, cloth, $1 ; pap . , Soc, Plut.: Cla.l:· 
1(11' , Remsm & Haffelfi"ger .. . .. . .... . . . .. . .. ... ••• ... ... . . .• ..... ••••. .. . . ... 
GAZEAU, P . F . History of the Middle Ages: adapted. from t~e F.rcnch, with review 
questions added. 501 p. 16mo, cloth. N . Y: CatholiC Pu6ll.:.atloIJ Soc. Co ., 1878 . . '1 .00 
INTRODUCTORY history tA!1) of the United States, for the. use of schools, arr. on 
the catechetical plan. 142 p. II. 16mo, bds. N.. Y.; Cat/,obe Pub. So(.". Co., 1878... 40 
PECK, W. G. Elementary arithmetic. oral and written. 232 p . 161110, (Davies & 
Peck s united course,) cloth. N . Y.: A . S. Barnes & Co.. . ... . ••. ..• . . . . . . . 60 
R~h~~~;fs Ml~tSi;Wa1Ye~vS~~ri·piW~~:~re~ :~lv:l~h~filit 'a d~~~~~~i~~t a~~I~~ist~f 
each character, and illustrative seI. (rom the text. 357 p. 12mo, cloth. Chic.: S. C. 
Griers & Co. . . .. • ••• • ••• ... . . . .. ..... . .. .. . ... . . ...• ••• •.• • ... ••.•• . . • . ••• ••• • 2.00 
WATSON,]. Madison. Watson's complete speller, oral and written. 16:1 p 16mo, 
(Independentse,.) bds. N . Y. : A. S. Bar"" &' Co. .. .... . . .. ... . . ..... . .. . ... ... .s 
Those teachers who really desire to grapple with the live questions of teach-
ing, and who want to keep themselves in a condition that will. make their pu-
pils grow will find .that the WEEKLY has a spirit with which it is good to come 
In contact.-Our Times, Edwardsville,!DI. 
Farewell, Classmates-Concluded. 
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long .halllin-gor, Days, " - las ! that ned too fast, Fure - well. 
eye con'fess - cs What the heart would fain conceal, l' arc - well. 
panions,schoolmates, \Vcmust say farc-well, farewell, F are· well. 
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went we love so well, As we now in m ournful meas ·ure Breathe this 
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Breathe this last, this sad farewell, 
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TURN THIS INTO "FUNRTICS."-A fast man on a fast day took his fast 
horse and wen\ to the end of the f~t land, and there tied him fast, and as 
fast as he could he broke his fast. Then he rose and took off his hose and 
went with his hoes along the rows, and put the rose on the end of his hose-
which, as every one knows, is a sort of nose. So his hose waters every rose 
in all the rows. Now say who knows how a foreign wight could learn very 
fast the meaning of hose and rows or knows and nose, or to ' perform any rite 
right, or even to write wright right, if hIS living depended on getting some 
right which involved the right writing of wright. right, write, and rite? 
COMI'ARATIVE GEOGRAPHY.-Greece is about the size of Vermont. Pal-
estine is ahout one-fourth the size of New York. Hindoostan is more than 
100 times as large as Palestine. The Great Desert of Africa has nearly the 
present dimecsions of the United States. The Red Sea would reach from 
Washington to Colorado, and it is three times as wide as Lake Ontario. The 
Englisb Channel is nearly as large as Lake Superior. The Mediterranean, 
if placed across North America, would make sea navigation from San Diego 
to Baltimore. 
One of the handsC'mest magazines in existence is VieR's Illuslraita 
Monthly Maga.int, published by James Vick, Rochester, N. Y. Each num· 
ber contains one or more beautiful eolortd plaits, representing some flower or 
family of flowers, worth more than the price of the magazine. In the J an-
uary number we find two colored plates, one a group of roses, and the other 
illustrating chtlrch and holiday decorations, with a world of information on 
the subject that will be invaluable to the ladies, especially at Christmas and 
Easter times. 
There are 400 colleges in this country, with an aggregate of 3,700 profes-
sors. 
. ' 
The Educati~nal Weekly. 
FACETIIE. 
-At an examination in a New Bedford Public 
school a cla<s was asked the deri:vation 01 the word 
"mighty." The youngest boy in the freshm~n 
class promptly replied, "Old Cheese." Superin. 
tendent Harrington ordered that boy removed to a 
higher class. 
-A Scotch lad at school went up with a drawing 
of Venice, which he had just finished, to show to 
the master. Observing that he had printed the 
name under it with two n's (Vennice), the master 
said: "Don't you know thaqilere isonlyone'hen' 
in Venice?" "Only one hen in Venice!" ex-
claimed young Sandy, with astonishment. "I'm 
thinkinWley'll no hae mony eggs, then." 
-What anin-.al is most to be pitied? The tortoise; 
it is always in such a hard case. 
- What is the funniest burglary on record? Burst-
ing into a laugh. 
-What tree usually slands number four anywhere? 
IV. (ivy.) . 
. -Why is . a . clock the most modest of created 
things? Because it invariably keeps its hands be· 
fore its face, and equally invariably runs down its 
own works. 
. -Scene, Yale Campus: "Did you see Dean Stan· 
ley in chapel this morning ?" " No ; who's Dean 
Stanley?" "Why, the great African explorer." 
"Is that so? I wish I'd seen him." 
-"What is the inlerior of Africa prinCipally used 
for?" asked a teacher of a pupil. "For purposes 
of exploration," was the I'eply. 
GAMMON.-The late Dr. Wilson, senior fellow 
of Trinity College, Dublin, though a very grave 
man himself, was fond of quizzing the country 
folks who came to inquire after their relatives and 
friends in the college. One day, seeing a man in 
the court with a letter in his hand. gaping and 
staring about, and not knowing where to go, he 
walked up to him and gravely inquired what he 
wanted. The man answered: "Can you tell me 
~here to find Mr. Delahunt ?:. "Yes," rephed the 
doctor. "Do you see that building before you?" 
"Yes, sir." "Then crucify that quadrangle, and 
take the diameter of that plot beyond it, enter the 
opening before you. ascend Ihe ligneous grade; then 
turn to your left, and you will find him either peri-
patounding in his cuticle, donninating 1D his lec. 
tum, or periscopounding through his fenestra ." 
"And pray, sir, what is fenestra?" To which the 
doctor replied: "It is an orifice in an edifice to ad· 
mit luminous particles." _ "Oh, thank you ... • said 
the poor fellow, and he walked 01T more perplexed 
than before. 
Tickle the public and make it grin! 
The more you tickle, the more you'll Win ! 
But teach the public-you'll never grow rich, 
But live like a heggar and die in a ditch! 
.. -BelC'·avia. 
PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Michigan Military AcadmlY. Circular for 1878'9. 
Orclfard Lake, Micb. Major J . S. Rogers, Super-
intendent. Also Regnlations of Michigan Mili~ry 
Academy, circulars, and Cadet Song. . 
Procudings o/IM Educational Mass Muting of 
tbe Fourth CongressIonal District; beld in Marys-
ville, Ohio, October, 19, 1878. Published in be: 
balf of the Teachers of Union COunty. W. H . 
Cole. E. W. Porter, E. L. Hoskins, Committee. 
Containing also a Course of Study for sub. District 
Schools and Plan for Grading them, a Program 
of Daily Exercises, and a Schedule of Educational 
Department of the County Fair. 
/ltmarks on lite Introduction of Calislhmi(J in 
tM Popular Schools. Published at the request of 
the "North American Union of Gymnastic Associa, 
tions," by tbe Board of Directors of. tbe saId 
·Union·s Gymn.."tic Seminary. now located at Mil· 
waukee, Wis. 1878. 
Ob ... lin. Colllgt. Catalog of the offictrs and 
students for the college year 1878--79. Rev. 
James H. Fairchild, President. 
Lasell . Seminary far Young Worn!", Auburn-
dale, Mass. Twenty.sixth annual catalog, for 
the academic year 1877-78. Charles C. Bragd~n, 
A. M .• Principal. 
Nortlurn Indiana Normal Scltoo/ and Busin«s 
Imlitute, Valparaiso, Ind. 1878-79. H. B. 
Brown, Principal. 
Ma111,alof tlu Public Srltools of Clark County, 
{ndiana, 1878-'79. A. C. Goodwin, County Su-
perintendent. 
Catalog of Iowa Collt~e. 1878-79. Grinnell, 
Iowa. Geo. F . Magoun. D . D., President. 
Council Bluffs" Public Schools. Rules and cou!se 
of study. Adopted by the Board of EducatIon 
Sept. 30, 1878: W. H. Hatch. Superintendent of 
Instruction. 
Public Schools of . Pa .. kt Coulltv, Ind. An· 
nouncement of officers, course of study, and rules 
and regulations. 1878. Oliver Bulion, County 
Superintendent. 
Catalog of OjJietrs and Studmts of 7taclttrs' 
Imtitutt and Classical Sm,inary. 1878--79. East 
Paw Paw, DeKalb County, Ill. J. W. Troger, 
A . M .• Principal. 
MO"al Forets i.. Educatio... A lecture by 
Stephen H . Carpenter, L. L . D., Professor in the 
University of Wisconsin 1878. 
Tltt Forets that COlltrol tltt Mattrial (It,ivt"u. 
. New views of the six days' work of creation. 
Ttrrt Haute Public Schools. '1877-78. FiI· 
teenth annual report, for the school year ending 
Aug. 31, 1878. Wm. H. Wiley, Superintendent of 
Schools. 
Tkt Gtological a~,d Natural History Sut'Vty oj 
MimltSota. The sixth annual r.purt, lor tbe year 
18n. N. H. Winchell, State Geologist. 
Teachers' Manual, Orange Cuunty. Indiana, 
and proceedings County Institute . 1878. James 
L. Noblitt, County SupurintendenL 
Catalog of Mat'kham Academy, Milwaukee, 
Wis. 1877-78. Albert Markham. Principal. 
Antlual Rtjort of fht Sujtrinfmdmt of fhe 
Richmond, bId., Public Schools. for tbe school year 
ending May 3,1, 1878 ; with the course of study and 
rules and regulations of tbe schools. Jobn Cooper, 
Superintendent of Schools. 
Catalog and Procudings ?f tht War .. m 
County l eachtrs' Institutt, held m Wan:en, Pe.nn., 
commencing Mondar. Sept. 2, and closmg Fnday 
evening. Sept. 6; 1878. N. R .. Thompson. County 
Superintendent. 
A Britf on tlu Doctrine of a Comtt'Vafion of 
Forets. By Tbomas H . Mm,ick. of th7 Missouri 
Bar. Published by the author. MeXICO, Mo .• 
1878. 
Catalog of tltt Col/tgzatt Imtitutt, Sedalia, 
Mo. J. B. VanPelten, A. M., and E. R. Booth, 
A. B., Associate Principals. 
Manual of tht COl;,mon Schools of Madison 
ComIty, Ind. 1878--9: R. 1. Hamilton, County 
Superintendent. 
INSTRUCTION AND' EN.TERTAINMENT.-We have 
found more advantage, entertainment, and 1ll5olruc· 
tion, by looking over the new edition 01 ~ebster:s 
Unabridged Dictionary, than we tllougb.t tt .pOSSt. 
ble to derive from any ont book. We thmk It sur· 
passes in completeness any book ever yet publish-
ed. and we feel proud that it is American.-prjet 
Currtnt. 
Consumption (Jured. 
AN old physician retired from practice, havin2 had placed 
in hi. hanel s by an EUt India mISsionary the formula of a 
aimple vegetable remedy {or the speedy and permanent cure 
(or t.:on5umption, BronchitiS, Catarr~,. Asthma, .and all 
Throat and Lung Affc:ctions, also a po!o~tlve and r .. dlea) ClJrc 
for Nervoul Debility and all Nervous Complaints, after 
having tested its wonderful curative powerl in thousands of 
cases has (cit it his duty to make it known to his suffering (ello~s. Actuated by .. lh15 motive and a des ire to relie \ e hu-
man suffering, I will send free of charge to all who deSIre it, 
this recipe, with full directions for preparin~ and using, in 
German, French, or English. Sent.w. mail by addreSSing 




BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLY will be furnished for ten cents each until the supply is exhausted. 
Bound volume for 1877, Half Morocco, With gilt stamp, 
can be had for '5.00. Covers alone, 1S cents. 
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on account of subscristiOns. I 
~~ffi~~C:e;h~~1er~~:;:~I:~:~~~~e: ~!::C:B~~: or 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Pe'r line, aa:ate measure, 10 cents each insertion. When a 
speciallocauon is chosen, 12 cents a line. Special Notices, 
in PubHshers' Department, 2S cents a line . . 
O~if~o~t::r!~~~~e!;:~:~ ;:~ ~~~hiyO~U:~::nn;~cts . 
da~:~l i:~~~.ld be received by Saturday nooD, prevIous to 
Each advertising pa~e of THB EDUCATIONAL WEBKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch fourteen lines. 
No advertisement wlll be inserted fOT less than one dollar. 
Address all communications to 
VAILE & WINCHELL, Publishers, 
81 Ashland Block., cor. Clark and Randolph Sts. 
.Ch~callo. 1tI. 
To ADVERTISERS.-The W EEKLY furnishes abo 
' solutely the only means of reaching the great ma-
jority of teachers and school boards in the West by 
a single advertisement. It is found in the hands of 
nearly every graded school principal and superin-
tendent in tbe Northwestern States, and quite gen· 
erally throughout the wbole ·country. In each of 
the Western States it bas a special state editor, who 
furnishes sufficient news items to render the WEEK-
LV valuable as a local journal for each state. It 
. has also special editors for the South and the East, 
and is steadily increasing its circulation in those 
sections of the country. The rates of advertising are 
vtry low, especially on long contracts, and an invi· 
tation is respectfully extended by the publishers to 
test the merits of the WEEKLY as an advertising 
medium. Estimates furni. he!i on application to 
tbe pubhshers. 
To SUPERINTENDENTS, TEACHERS, 'AND SCHOOL 
BOARDs.-The advertisements published in THE 
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY are a part of the paper. 
The information containeo in them is often tbe 
most valuable to be found in the paper . . They rep-
resent the business of the leading book I?ublbhers 
and others with whom all teacbers and schools 
must bave more or less trade. The)' should he 
read every week ; and when you want to avail your-
selves of any of their olTers, write directly to the 
advertisers and mmtion Iltt advtrliummt whic.\ 
you saw in tht WEEKLY. An advertisement usually 
contains the advertiser's lust offer, and if it is not 
specifically mentioned in your letter, you may not 
be favored by the but ttTfllS. Besides, you favor 
al!" parties concerned when you answer advertise · 
ments in that way. 
-Now is the time to buy a binder for the WEEK ' 
LY. Keep your copies for 1879 neat and in goud 
order, by filing them in Emer.on·s Patent Binder 
immediately on tbe receipt of them from the mail. 
Prices, 70 cents, 80 cents. and $1.10, according to 
style. Eacb kind is labeled witb gilt letters. and 
everybody likes the way. they work . 
-Several of the prices in our Clubbing List have 
been changed since Jan. I. Consult tbe prices be-
fore sending your orders. 
A teacher who expects to keep up with tbe times 
by simply conning old text·books will soon ijnd 
himself left far in the back.ground.-Supt. F. W. 
Gutrnsty. PIYmoulh Co .• Ia.' 
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